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Abstract 
A sclrorganizing arcbit<>cture is dc;velopcd for image region classification. 'l'hc system consists of a. 
preprocessor that. utilizes multi-sca.lc filtering, competition, cooperation, and diffusion to compute 
a vector of image boundary and surfaccl properties, notably texture a.nd brightness properties. 
'l'his vector inputs t.o a system that. incrementally lParns noisy multidimensional mappings a.ncl 
their probabilities. 'l'he a.rchitec\urc is applied to difficult real-world image classifica.tioll problems, 
including classi!ica.t.ion of synthetic a.pPrture radar a.nd natural texture images, and outperforms 
a recent state-of-the-art system at classifying natural texturns. 
1 Introduction 
Automatic processing of visual scenes by computers often lwgins by detecting regions of a.n image 
with common values of simple loea.l features, such as texture, and mapping the pa.t.tem of feature 
aetivation into a predicted region label. vVe develop a. self-organizing n()ura.l a.rchit.ecturc, called 
the AKI'EX a.!gorit.hm, for a.rrtoma.tieally extracting a. novel ami effective a.rra.y of such features 
and for elassifying them using a new ;\lgorithm for Jeaming noisy multidimensiona.! mappings. 'J'his 
system is a.ppliecl to rea.J.-world image classification problems, including elassiiica.tion of Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAH.) images and natural textures. 'l'he la.t.t.er rcsrrlts compan: favon1bly with 
those of \lw state-of-the-art classification system reported in [21]. 
'l'hc Borrncla.ry Contour System (BCS) is a. multiplc:-scale boundary segmentation system that 
detects, regularizes, a.nd completes boundaries while suppressing image noise ([l9],[2G] [:3:l]). Ea.eh 
scale of the BCS includes a filter and a grouping network. A Feature Contour System (FCS) com-
pensates for variable illumination and uses tlw compensated signa.ls to diffusively fill-in a surfa.ce 
representation within the compartments defined by the BCS ([16],[19],[25]-[29],[:ll]-[:l5]). '!'his 
surface reprcsenta.tion can include properties of brightrwss, color, depth, and form. HPre only the 
surface brightrwss feature is cexploitcd. The FCS smooths image intensities within relatively homo-
geneous regions, while maintaining sharper differences where BCS boundaries arc detected. Dis-
tinct BCS boundary and FCS surfa.cc systems are rwNied beca.usc they carry out complementary 
computationa.l tasks ([28, :l:l]). Textural features are extracted by a variant of the multiple-sca.le 
BCS Hlter. 'l'his network extracts multiple-scale oriented contrast features that ca.n discrimina.\e 
the local variations in image intcns.ities that dellnc image textures. 
A 17-·dimcnsional vector of surface brightness and oriented contrast features are input \o a 
classification network callnd Gaussian AHTMAP (GAM), which incrementally learns mappings 
from these feature vcc:tors to ch1ss region labels ['19]. If a. previously trainc•d GAM network is 
presented with additional training data. that contains new class labels, then the network does not 
need to be retrainnd on i\s previous training set. Although GAM is trai110d only with individual 
images and their class labels, i\ also learns to estimate the proiJa.bilities that i\s class predictions 
are corrc:ct. These probability estimatns may be diffused within tlw regions defined by the llCS 
to fmther improve cla.ssification results. 
Figme l diagrams the system architecture for cla.ssifyiug image regions. ln the remainder 
of tlw pa.per, \he components of this architecture are described. The system is first evalnatecl 
on a difficult real-world task, classifying regions of SAR images, where it reliably achieves high 
resolution (single pixel) elassification results, and crm1tes accura.te probability maps for its class 
predictions. 'l'he system is then cvaluawcl on classification of structured and unstructuH'd natnral 
textures, where i\ achieves superior resnl\s to those of the texture classiJication system in [21] 
using cornpara.blc' pn)proccssirrg and training conditions. 
Figure I here 
2 Feature Extraction 
2.1 Filled-in surface brightness 
Regions of interest in an irna.ge can often be segmented based on Jirst .. orcler differences in pixel 
intensity. An improvenwnt. over raw pixel intensities can be obt.a.ined by compensating for variable 
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illumination of the image to yield a local brightness feature. A further improvement over local 
brightness fea.tures can be obtained with a surface brightness featnre obtained by smoothing 
local brightness values when they belong to the same region, while maintaining differences wlwn 
they belong to different regions. Such a procedure tends to maximize the separability of different 
regions in brightness space by minimizing within-region variance while maximizing between-region 
va.riance. This benefit is shown in Figure 6 below. 
In [il:l], a multiple-scale~ BCS/FCS network was used to process noisy SAR images for use 
by human operators by normalizing and segmenting the SAR intensity distributions a.ncl using 
these transformed data to fill-in surface representations that smooth over noise while m.ainta.ining 
informa,\ive structnres. T'lw pn,sent work develops an automatic cla.ssification system to augment, 
or even n'place~, the hunHr.n operator. 'J'he; single-scale BCS/FCS used here employs \he parameters 
of the middle-seale BCS/FCS network of [3:l]. This network here; processes SAR images that arc 
spatially consolidated to half \he size, in each dimension, as tlJC image;s in [:n]. The BCS/FCS 
used here is thus comparable to the large··scale BCS/FCS in [3:3], and is best-suited to separating 
regions in bright1wss span; with relatively large spatial structures. A multiple-scaJe; nQ\.work is 
amenable to a shnila.r analysis. 
Mathema.tical equations for the HCS/FCS network are descrilwd in [:l:l]. Here, an intuitive 
description is provide•d. Tlw BCS and FCS nwdels we;re first introduced in [25] a,])(l [16] as a 
theory of biological vision. 'J'he BCS was further developed in [29, :lO, :n] in order to simulate how 
tlw primate visual systt~m dntccts, completes, and regu1a.ri~es boundary segrnc~nta.tions in response 
to a variety of retiiml images. Such segnwnta\ions call be defined by regions of different lumi-
nance, color, texture, sha.ding, or stereo signals. 'l'he BCS cornputations for single··scale monoctJlar 
procrssing consist of a. scric~s of filtering, competitive, and cooperative stages as schcmati;-:(~d in 
Figure 2 and reviewed in several reports, such as [26, 28, 32]. 
F'igure 2 here 
The first stage, schematized as unorie•nted annuli ill Figme 2, models ON cells and OFF cells 
of the brain's retina and Lateral Geniculate Nucleus ( LG N) 1.1 sing shunting on-center off-surround, 
and off.eenter on-surround, networks that compensate for variable illumination by computing 
local ra.tio contrasts in the irna.ge. Many orders of rnagnitude of image amplitude are hen;by 
norma.Jized without a loss of sensitivity. These ON a.IHI OFF cdls generate half-wa.ve rectified 
outputs which are received by pairs of simple cells (Stage 2 in Figure 2) that a.re sensitive to the 
same contrast orientation but to opposite contrast pohwities. 'l'hese simple cell pairs compNe 
before genemting half-wave rectified output signa.ls that are added a.t like-oriented complex cells 
(Stage :l). Complex cell boundaries begin to create boundaries that can bridge contrast polarity 
changes between objects and \hdr textured backgrounds. 
Complex cells activate hypercomplex cells through a.n on-center off-surround network (Stage 4) 
whose off-surround carries out an endstopping operation ([:37]). In this way, complex cells exci\(' 
hypercomplex cells of the sanw orientation and position, while inhibiting hypercomplex cells of 
the same orientation at nearby positions. This spatial competition spatially sharpens the neural 
responses to oriented luminance edges. llypercomplex cells input. to higher-order hypercomplex 
cells tha.t compete across orinntation a.t each position (Sta.ge 5) to select a. favored orientation 
there. Stages 4 ami 5, taken together, also carry out the process ca.lled end cutting, whereby 
boundaries are formed at line ends with orientations perpendicular or oblique to the orientation 
of t.he line itself [26, :30]. These end cuts enable cooperative boundary groupings to form that 
track sparse and noisy object boundarir!s even if the textma.l elements at these boundaries are 
not colinear. T'a.kcn together, the simple, complr!x, and hyperemplcx cells define a. Static Oriented 
Contrast. (or SOC) Jllter. 
Output from the higher-order hyprm:ornpkx cells feed into cooperat.ive bipole cells at. Stage G, 
which initiate long-range cooperative bmrndary grouping and completion. Bipole cells realize a 
type of statist.ical AND g;l\e, since they fin• if' both of their receptive fields are sufficiently activated 
by Stage 5 outputs whosn orient.a.t.ions are similar to the oriented axes of tlw bipolo cell rr!ceptive 
finlds. For cxa.rnple, a. horizontal bipole cell, as in Figure 2, is excited by activation of nearly 
horizont;li hypnrcornplr•x cells that input to it.s horizonta.lly orinntr•d receptive fields. A horizontal 
bipole cell is also inhibited by activation of vertical hypereomplex cells. 'I'his inhibition prevents 
(say) horizontal boundarins from bning colinearly complc~terl across regions that. contain sufficiently 
many perpendicular or oblique contrasts, a propc'rty ca.Jled spatial impetwtra.bility [26, :JO]. Bipoln 
cells were predicted to Qxist in t.he visual cortex in [16], [25] shortly before cells in visual cortica.l 
area. V2 with similar propertir~s were reported in [:lG]. 
Bipoln cells generate feedback signals to like-oriented hypercomplex cells within Stages 7 and 
8 of Figure 2. These feedback signals help to create and enhance spa.t.ially and orient.a.tionally 
consistent boundary groupings while inhibiting inconsistemt ones be!(Jre closing the feedback loop 
at Stage 11. Cells that derive the most cooperative support from bipole grouping after these 
competitive selection processes thereupon furtlwr excite the corresponding bipole cells as wdl as 
new bipole cells that receive~ input \hrough both t.heir receptive Jields. This cycle of bot torn-up 
a.nd top-down interaction between hypercomplex cells and bipole cells converges in 1-5 cycles 
to a final boundary segnwnta.\ion. Feedback among bipole cells and hypercomplex cells hereby 
realizes a resonant coopera.tive-competitive decision process, called the SOCC Loop (for Static 
Oriented Cooperative-Competitive Loop), that completes the statistically most favored bound-
aries while suppressing less favored boundaries, thereby coherently binding together appropriate 
fe~ature combinations in the image. 'fhese BCS properties have been used to simulate ancl explain 
behaviora.l and neural data. about illusory contour formation, neon color spreading, text rue seg-
regation, sha.pe-from-sha.ding, depth perception, and figure-ground separation ([25]-[32]), among 
other topics. These same properties are used herein to process noisy, real-world scenes such a.s 
SAR images. 
'l'he FCS model was developt~d in [16] and [:.l4] to sim.ulate human psychophysical data about 
brightness perception. See [4'1] for Jnore recent brightness simulations. Jn [1], the I'CS model 
was used to accmately simtJia\e' \lw temporal dynamics of brightness Hlling-in as reported in the 
psychophysical experiments of ['I:J]. The llCS produces boundary signals that act as ba.rriers to 
diffusion within Stage 9 of the FCS in rt'sponse to ON and OFF inputs from which the illuminant 
has been discounted at Stagn I (see Figure~ 2). For imagn pixels through which no boundary 
signals pass, resulting intensity values become more homogeneous as the diffusion evolves. Where 
boundary signa.ls intervene, however, they block the diffusion, leaving a. resulting difference of 
intensity level on either sidt' of the boundary signal. 'I'he result of such boundary-gated diffusion 
is a. f(Jrm .. sensitive computation that reacts to each cooperative grouping of image input.s. In 
particular, noise pixels that are iusufficieut. to generate~ a cooperative BCS grouping are smoothed 
over in the ftnal FCS surface n>presentation. 
2.2 Multiple-scale Oriented Contrast 
ln addition to surface brightness, another image property that is useful for region segmentation is 
texture. One popular approach for analyzing texture, for which \lwn' is a great clt~al of supporting 
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biological and computational evidence\ decomposes an image, at each image location, into a set of 
energy measures at different oriented spa.tial frequencies. This may be done by applying a bank 
of orientation-selective bandpass filters followc'd by simple nonlincarities and spatial pooling, to 
extract multiple-scale oriented contrast features. Stages [.;J of the SOC filter of the BCS (Figure 2) 
carry out these opentt.ions and variants of them have been use'd in many texture segregation 
algorithms [30, 39, 117, 5, 3, 4, :38, 20, 21]. 
The SOC texture network implemented a variant of the first four BCS stages as well as an 
addition<rl orientation invariance stage. Figure 3 diagrams SOC processing stages for a single 
spatial scale. The SOC texture net work computes these 16 oriented con\mst fea.tures, frorn G = 4 
SCales and /( = 4 Orientations, in COntrast \0 the llCS network for Segmenting brightlll'SS, which 
used G =I scale and )( = 12 orientations. 
Figure ;3 here ·-
The first stage of the SOC texture network in Figure :l, as in the BCS in Figure 2, is a 
shrrnting on-center off-surround network that c.ompensa.tes for variable' illumination, normalhes, 
and computE's ratio contrasts in \he image. Unlike Stage 1 in [:l:l], the network output is not 
half-wave rect.ifiecl. 'I'his results in simpler notat.ion because an OFF channel is not required to 
represent the rc'ctified portion of Ure ON channel's output. 'I'hc output at pixel (i,.i) a.nd scale g 
in the Jlrst stage of the SOC network is 
q I;;- (U" * I)ii .... DE a.:. ' =: -----'-: ........ ~._~·----·---'~""-'-----. -· 
'.7 /) + l;j + ( (i!J * 1 )i.i , (1) 
when~_/<.;'== 0.5, and G.rJ is a Gaussian kc~rnol defined by 
( ,q ( . ) I . [ ((. )2 ( . )2)/" 2] ,·. jJ If = .. ·· eX]l - 1 - jJ + } - IJ ~(J 
'I] l : 2· -(J2 '' . . - • .rJ l 
/! g 
(2) 
with Jg '= 2", for the spatial scales g = 0, l, 2, 3. 'l'lw valrw of /J is determined by the range of 
pixel intensities in the input image. We' used D = 2, 000 for Si\R in1agcs, which have a. range of 
pixel a.mplitudes of about 100--110,000. We used D = 255 for natural tcx\rne images, which have 
a range of 0·255. 
At Stage' 2 in Figure :l, the oriented filtering stage convolves the output af; of eqrmtion (1) 
with an odd-symmetric Gabor liltcr D% defined a\ J()Ur e'qually spaced orientations k: 
bu = (D" *aD) .. I,Jk -- k l.J l ( ;) ) 
G 
where the hori%Ontal Gabor filter (k=O) is cle.fim~d by 
Dfj0 (p,q) = Gfj(p,q) · sin(0.757r(j- q)/0'9 ). ( 4) 
The oriented filters used in Sta.ge 2 of the SOC network have higher frequency resolution and 
lowc~r orientational resolution than the analogous BCS filters used in [:n]. The SOC filters a.J'l) 
better suited for analyzing textures, while the BCS filters are better suited for spatia.lly and 
orientationally resolving luminance edges. 
A local measure of absolute orientational contrast is obtained by full-wave rectifying the ori-
entational Jllter output from (:l), as in 
(5) 
This stage resembles Sta.ge :l of Figure• 2, wherein pairs of oppositely pola.rized half-wave rectified 
signals are added to yield full-wave rectified complex cell responses. 
Oril)ntationa.l contrast J'l)Sponses may exhibit high spatial va.riahility. A smooth, reliable mea-
sure of orienta.tional contrast is obtained by spatially pooling them within the same orientation: 
(l·V. :::::.:: ((/Y * r·9)· t}k • '/]• (G) 
This stage simplific•s the spa.tial pooling by hypcrcomplex cells at Stage ;J of Figure 2. 
An optional orienta tiona! invariance stage of the SOC 1wtwork shifts orientationa.l responses at 
oa.ch seale into a canonical ordering. 'J'his is useful for rnapping the sa,rne textlJn~ pattern, whieh 
might appear in ma11y different oriQnt<:lJions) into a canonical pattern of or.ientational contrast 
signals. 'I'his computation shifts, with wrapa.ronnd, the smoothed oricntational responses so thcct 
the oric~nta.tion with maximal amplitude is in the first orientcction plane: 
( 7) 
'l'lw usdulness of the orientationa.l invarianee Bt.llp in equation (7) is ta.sk-depC'ndent, as shown 
below. 
3 Classification Network 
A classifica.tion network called Gaussian AKI'MAP, or GAM, is used to lC'arn the mapping from 
an input vector of 17 fca.turtls (l surface' brightness feature and 16 orientational contrast ftla.tures) 
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to the output class labels. GAM has seventl attnv:tivc properties [49]. It learns ma.ppings incre-
mentally, without any prior knowledge of the problem domain, by self-organizing an dncient set of 
recognition categories, and the map from recognition categories to class labels. Because it learns 
incrementally, a previously trained GAM network does not need to be retrained if uew class labt,ls 
are added. Fina.lly, although GAM is trained only with individual class labels, it also learns to 
accurately estinmte the probabilities of its class label pn,dictions. 
GAM is one version of a broader class of self-organizing ART'MAP architectures ([12],[11],[15], 
[13],[2]). The ARTMAP architecture extends unsupervised learning Adaptive Resonance Theory, 
or ART ([9],[12]), architectures to include both supervised and unsupervised learning. Compared 
to alternative AKI.'MAP networks, such as fuzzy AHTMAP, GAM exhibits better properties on 
certain noisy classification problems [49]. We briefly describe AltJ', All.TMAP, and GAM heuristics 
before describing the GA1Yl equations in detail. 
3.1 ART 
An unonpcrvised ART network can clu0tcr ito input into s\ab.le categories using fa0t, on-line, in-
crementa] learning [9]. The number of categories that arc formed depcnd0 upon the vigilance) 
parameter, p, which determines how "spread out" in feature spa.C<:\ aceorcling to the notwork~s 
distance metric, samples eoded by the san1e category m.a,y be. A vital ;\WI' concept is the dist.inc-
t.ion between bottom-up category ac/.iva!.ion and top-down category match functions. Activation 
provides an nstima.tl' of till' likc)lihoocl that an input belongs to a category, while match determilll'S 
if the category's learned template is suflicit)n\ly similar to the input vector to s<rtisfy thl' system's 
vigilaneo level) p. Jf the chosen category's match function exceeds P~ then the system resonates and 
the adaptive weights \hat arc usc'cl to activate the category and to read-out its template learn tl1c 
match. If not, tlw cawgory is reset, and another category is chosen through a.n a.u\omat.ie search 
process. If no c;xist.ing category satisfies the match criterion, then a new category is automatically 
selcected. 'l'huo, A WI' incremcntaHy \rains the number of categories necessary to represent clnstcrs 
of input samp!c0, with tlw inclusivity of categories inversely related top. 
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3.2 ARTMAP 
ARTMAP extends AUT into a supervised k;uning system by taking advantage of AU:L''s unsuper-
vised clustering mcchanisnr [11, 12]. In AU'l'MAP, tlw chosen ART categories lea.rn predictions, 
which are mappings to output classes, during training. If a. chosen AHT caV•gory makes the wr011g 
prediction, then tlw vigila,]](:e parameter p is temporarily raised to the level required to n:set the 
category. This match tracking process guarantees that, for a given input sample, the ca.tegory 
that n:sona.tes has a better match than all categoric:s tha.t are resc•t. Such a system organizes its 
elustering of the da.ta based on predictive• fecdbac:k from the la.bels it assigns to the clusters, as 
well as from how the data is distributed in feature space. 
3.3 Gaussian ARTMAP 
Components of a. Gmwsian elassifier are incorporated into an ART module to create Ga.ussian 
AKr. As in other Airr networks, categories a.re incrementaJ!y formed to represent clusters of 
input samples, and ca.tegory inclusivit:y is inversC'ly related to a vigilance parameter, p. 'l'lw 
novelty of G<tussian Air!' is that each AirL' category is associated with a Gaussian distribution, 
with a rnea.n and variance in each dimension, a.nd an a pdori probability. 
The activation function evaluates the probability that an inp1rt belongs to a. category's distri-
bution, <lS well as the ca.v•gory's a priori probability. 'l'he match function is based on how well the 
input. Jlts the category's distribution, which is normalized to a unit height. Gaussian AHT can also 
use distributed learning, in which each category is assigned credit basc•d on its proportion of the 
net activation, which is detcrminr>d by all categories whose match functions satisfy the vigihnce 
criterion. Each category in turn learns by an amount tha.t is determined by its credit. Whc•n 
Ga.ussia.n AHT is extended into Gaussian AKI'M.Al', each ca.tcgory's credit is detenninr>d by its 
proportion of tile net activation of its ensernble, which consists of all active categories that map 
to the same prediction. The norma.lized strength of each ensemble's prediction is a. probability 
estimate for that prediction. 
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3.4 Gaussian ARTMAP Equations 
Each category j is defined by ?vi-dimensional vectors Vi representing its mean and CJ_i representing 
its standard devia.tion, and a scalar n.i representing the amount of training da.ta f(Jr which it 
has been assigned credit. Thus, each category requires 2M+l components to represent an M--
dimensional input vector, I= (h, ... , IM ). 
Given a.n input vector 1, Celeb category's activation represents its probability for being the 
source of the input. The o pos/.eriori probability of category j given input I is 
(8) 
Categories arc defined by separable Gaussian distributions, so the conditional density of I given 
category .i is 
( 
M ( ) 2) . 1 1 /lji - 1; JJ(IIJ) = - ·- c'xp - · "'. --· -·--
. (' )'" TIM . . 2 L. (J .. 211 2 i=1 (JJZ ·1::::1 ./1-
(9) 
and the a priori proba.bility of .i is 
(10) 
where N is the nmnber of categories. The density p(J) in (8) is ignon~d because it is the same for 
a.ll ca,t.egories. For eomputa.t.ional convenienC-e~ eae-h category's activation is EWaluatcd by taking 
the log of the nunwrator in (8) with the dimensional scaling factor, (2rt)'¥, discounted, 
(11) 
Category match is detc'nnined by how well input [ matclws the shape of category j's cl.istribu--
tion, which is normali%ed to a unit lwight: 
( (M ) ) . M ( )2 ,, _ _ ,. .M . . 1 fl·ii - li (,j(J) = log (2rt)' [[ o-;; p(II.J) = - 2 f= ~-;;;:,;--·· 
'1-1 1---l ' 
(I 2) 
If G;(I) > p, then the category resonates. Otherwise it is reset. If all cornmitted AU:J' ca.t.egories 
a.re reset, then a.n unconunitted category J, with '!l..J = 0, is chosen. \iVhcn this happens, category 
J lca.ms a mapping to the output class, C, that is associated with the curr(mt training sample: 
!l(J) =c. ( J:l) 
LO 
During training or testing, all categories in the same ensemble sum their activations to generate 
a net probability estimate for the class prediction C that they share. An ensemble, denoted by 
E(1,p,C), consists of all categories that arc not reset and share the same prediction, thus having 
a membership function deJi.Jwd by 
j E E(J, p, C) iff j E W 1 (C) and Cj(I) > p. (14) 
The probability estimate for class prediction C is 
) LjEE(l,p,G) exp(gj(I)) 1 c = ----·~-
-· D + Lj exp(.gj(1)) ' ( 15) 
>lnd the system pn~diction is then determined by the maximum probability estimate, 
( 16) 
which determines the chosen ensemble. Term Pc in (15) includes a shunting decay term (D = 0.01) 
(cf. [9]) that prevents any prediction from having a high proba.bility estimate if the absolute 
prediction strength L:iEE(I,p,CJ) exp(gj(J)) is too low. 
If the class prediction C, .... , of the chosen ensemble is incorrect, then match trading is invoked; 
namely, the vigilaHce parameter pis raised to the average match value of the ensembkl 
p= hj (1) GJ(I). (17) 
)EE(J,p,Cwax) 
In (17), hj(l) represents category j's uY:dit, its relative contribution to t.lw net activation of its 
ensemble, 
h,(!) = --~--CXJl(jip)J - -
LkEg(l.p,ll( !)) cxp(g,( I)) (18) 
Match tracking resets all categories such tlictt G;(J) < p, when' pis chosen as in (17). In addition, 
all categories within the chosen ensemble arc reset. 'I'hen, based on the remaining norH·eset 
categories, a new prediction C,,,, in (Hi), and its corresponding ensc'mbh\ a.re chosen. 'l'his 
a.ntomatic search continues until a correct prediction is made, or all committed categories arc 
reset ami an uncommitted category is chosen. Match tracking assures that a correct prediction 
comes from an ensemble with a better match to the training sample thew all resc't ensembles. 
Upon presentation of the next training sample, pis reassigned its baseline value, p = Mlog(p), 
where jJ=c w- 7 herein. 
I J 
If tho chosen ensemble's prediction is correct, or a new category is chosen, then learning takes 
place in the ca.\egories making up the ensemble, j E E(I, p, C). Categories learn the sample mean, 
standa.rd deviation, a.nd (implicitly) the a priori probability. T'he amount each category learns is 
determined by its credit, hj(I), in (18): 
n; + hj(I), 
( 1- h;(I)) n 
.1 
h;(1) II· . + --·-·· I, 
J n.i 
{ 
fi(l _-c-J<,~(I)-:-) -2. + h,(J) ( . ·.·- J)2 V\ nJ CJ.Jt nJ IIJI -1 
'I otherwise. 




'I' he initia.l stan clare! deviation, /', determines the isotropic spn:a.d in fea.turc space of a new cate-
gory's distribution (when ·n; = h;(1) = 1) about its first sample. 
Because AHTMAP networks usc fast incremental learning, they are sensitive to the order of 
their training samples. Different orderings may create a different category structure, but typically 
clo not differ in overall a.c:cmacy [11]. By indqJc:rHlently tra.ining different systems on different 
orderings of the same data., and combining their predictions during testing with a voting proce-
dme, performance can sometimes be significantly im.proved [11]. Bc)cause GAM produces good 
probahili!.y c:stim.a.tes for its prc:dictions, its voting procedure avc:rages the probability estirnates 
of !.he independently trained systc•rns, 
(22) 
where V is the number of CAM systems, aml Pi,") is the probability cstima.te of system ?J for 
prediction C. 
4 Classifying SAR Image Regions 
'file synthetic a.pc'J'\mc: radar (SAR) images were obtained using a :l5-C:Hz synthetic aperture 
radar with 1 foot by 1 foot resolution a.nd a slant range of 7 km [12]. 'I'he images of upstate 
Nt;w York scenery contain fom rc:gion typc:s grass, trees, roads, and radar sha.dows that we 
trained the system to classify. We sdec\ed nine 512x512 SAR images that contain large amounts 
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of these four regions, and hand-labellc'd them with tlw help of optica.l photographs of the scenes. 
'I'he labels, from dark to light, correspond respectively to radar shadows, roads, grass, and trees. 
For computationa.l tracta.bility, the images were reduced via grey-level consolida.\ion from their 
original size of 512x512 pixels to 200x200 pixels. Following the feature extraction steps, tlw outm 
10 pixels from ea.ch image were disregarded in order to avoid border effects. Therefore, only the 
interior 180x180 pixel area of the images will be shown. 
Figure 4 (top row) shows the output of Stage I of the BCS/FCS for three of these images. 
Figure 4 (middle row) shows the final BCS boundaries, and Figure 4 (bottom row) the Hllc:d-in 
FCS output, which is the surface brightness feature. Figure 5 (top row) shows the ha.nd-labellecl 
class labels of t.he four region types for these three images. For some small areas, the region type 
either could not be determined, or corresponded to a ma.n-made structure. These area.s were left 
unlabelled a.nd appear blac.k. 
Figure ~. here 
Before evaluating the image cla.ssifieation system, we flrst ana.lyzn the discrimina.bility of the 
image regions based on the surface brightness feature, whieh proves to be the most useful feature. 
'I' his analysis ela.rifies the utility of using a 111Jed-in surface brightness feature, rather than mercly 
tire: outconw of eenter-surround processing. Figure 6 (top) shows the brightneess distributions of 
the four region types following C)llly Stage 1 center-surround processing of the BCS/FCS. As these 
histograms show, a. great deal of ovNiap exists between the region types. Figure {i (bottom) shows 
the distributions of the Stage 9 filled·· in output. 'l'his figure demonstra.tcs the effectiveness of the 
BCS/FCS at separating the brightness dist.ributions of the region types. 'I'll is result is intuitively 
app<ucnt by comparing the BCS/FCS Stage J images in Figure 4 (top) with the Stage 9 irnages 
in F'igurc 11 (bottom). 'I'hc la.ttc:r images an: much clearer looking and more: plca.sing to the "ye. 
· Figure 5 here 
Figure: 6 here 
Tlrc' usefulness of the BCS/FCS surface brightness processing can lw further elucidated by 
comparing classifica.tion rates lrased on these single Stage: I and Stage 9 features. 'J'hcsc uni·· 
modally distributed data were classified using a Gaussian elassillcr, in which thc distribrrtion for 
caeh region type was representc:d by a singlc C:aussia.n distribution. The results for Stagc I arc 
summarized in Figun) 5 (middle') and for Stage 9 in Figure 5 (bottom). The results arc also listed 
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in Tabll' I. 'fhesc results quantify the usd'ulncss of the BCS/FCS processing, and also provide 
a baseline for eva.lua\ing the effectiveness of the complete image classification system, which a.lso 
uses orienta\iona.l contrast feature.s, and GAM rather than a. Gaussian classifier. 'I'hc main defi-
ciency of the classification results using only tlw filled-in brightMss feature is the fa,ilurc to identify 
roads, which <He primarily misclassifted as shadows (see row 2, column 1 in Table 1). A particular 
objective of our classification system is tlwrefore to improve the classification of roads. 
TaHe 1 here 
GAM was trained and tested on the nine images using a leave-one-out method at the level of 
images to ensure independence between testing and training image data. All image pixels were 
used for training and testing in one study. 'I'his result was compared with training with as little as 
0.01% of tlw training set. A total of about 260,000 training samples were usnd on a single training 
epoch. Five GAM systmns were trained on independent orderings of the data, with 1 = 1J.O. The 
classification rates attained on these five runs were averaged. In addHlon, voting was done among 
these five systems. 
Orientationally Variant (OV) Representation. First, resnlts obtaiMd without the oric•n-
ta.tional invariance step in equation (7) of the SOC system an' reportc,d. GAM self-organi;,ed on 
average 287 catr,gories. 'l'he classification results (without voting) are displayed in Figure 7 (top 
row). The non-voting am! voting results arc also listed in Table 2. With voting, the net classill-
cation ra.tc is slightly improved, from 80.8% to SUJ% correct. The improvement in classiilcation 
rate with voting must be W(lighecl against the eost of using n voters, hen~ n::::: 5, which enta,ils n 
times rnore categories and tra,ining epochs. Tlw main problem with the orientationally variant 
rcpresc•nta.t.ion can be seen in how the roads are classified. For example, the thin vertical road is 
misclassified in the central image, presumably because the system was not trained on any thin 
vertical roads. 
Figure 7 lwre 
'l'ahle 2 here· 
Orientationally Invariant (OI) Representation. 'With tlw oricntational in variance step in 
equation (7) of the SOC syst.cm included, GAM self-organized 260 categoric's. This rcpn)sl'nt:s 
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65 categories per output class, and a compression of 1000:1 from training samples to catt~gories. 
The classification results are displayed in Figure 7 (middle row) without voting, and in Figure 7 
(bottom row) with voting. 'fhe non-voting and voting results are also listed in 'fable :l. With 
voting, the net classification rate is slightly improved, from 82.0% to 8:3.2% correct. Note that \lw 
elassification errors 011 the thi11 vertical road are corrected since any orientation during training 
can generalize to any other orientation during testing. 
··· · Table 3 here · 
Speed of Training. Good results are also obtained after training with much fewer samples. 
'J'his is demonstra.ted in Figure 8, which plots performance (without voting) after training with 
randomly selected subsets of the tra.ining set. From left to right, the plotted points correspond 
\o \ra.ining with 0.01%, 0.1%, 1%, 10%, and 100% of the tra.ining set. For each of these points, 
the number of self-orga.nized categories (abscissa) ami the classification rate (ordinate) are shown. 
Note that with 0.1%·10% of the training set, GAM obtains good performance (75 81% conect) 
using very few (l:l85) categories. 
Figure 8 here 
Diffusing Probability Estimates. Figure 9 (top row) shows Uw probability est;imatcs of the 
four region typc~s, obtained with the OI representation and voting, for one of the SAR images. 
'J'hese probability estimates make good confidence mcasmes because they accurately predict the 
proba.bility that a prc•diction is correct. This suggests Umt each probability cst;imatc should be 
weighted equally in any further operations that combine the estimates across space. One such 
operation is spatial a.veraging, whieh has the dha.dvantag<) of mixing proba.bilit.:v· estimates between 
cl i fferen t regions. 
Figure 9 here ...... 
A better way to combine cstirnates is to take advantage of the information conta.ined in the 
BCS boundaries (F'igure 'l, middle row), in order to maxirnizc spatia] averaging within regions 
while minimizing it bctwcc•n regions. This can be clone by diffusing the probabilities Pc in (15) 
within the BCS boundaries, in the same w<ry that FCS brightness estimates are typica.lly diffused 
([33],[34]), in order to obtain diffused proba.bilitics CJc. At each image position (i,j), the following 
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diffusion equation was itomtod. 
whore N;.i consists of the 4 nearest neighbors to ('i,j), and the boundary-gated permea.bilities obey 
6 
JJP(ri.1 = . . , 1 + <(b,q + b;j) (24) 
where bi.i is the strength ohlw BCS boundary at (i,j). Tho diffusion parameters an~ D=0.05,o= 
10.0, < = 1000.0, and 400 iterations of NJua.tion (23) were implemented. Finally, the diffused values 
!fi.ic were normali"ed to produce the diffused probability estimates, 
(25) 
Figure 9 (bottom row) shows the probability estimates for the four region types of the central 
SAH. imago aJter filling-in. Figure 10 shows the remarkable validity of the filled-in probability 
estimates as confidc:nce nwasnres, plotting cla.ssification accuracy as a function of the probability 
nstimate of the choscm region. Note how close this plot is to that of an ideal confidencn measure 
(diagonal line). Finally, Figure 11 shows the decision regions for three SAH. images following 
diffusion of probability estim.ates. With probability difi'usion, classification Jll'rformance on all 
nine SAH irnages was improved from 8:3.2% to 84.2% correct. T'lrese result.s are also listed in 
Table~ 1. 
· Figure 10 hNc~ 
Figure 11 here 
'l'able 1 here 
5 Classifying Natural Textures 
AHTEX system performance is now compared to that of a texture a.na.lysis system described in [21], 
which we n~fc'r to as "t.lw hybrid systc~m". The hybrid system uses a mult:iresolntion representation 
of i1nages, which is sirnilar to our SOC representation. These features are then clustered in <W 
mrsupervised learning stage using K-means clustering independently in each feature dimension, 
a.nd tlw rna.ppings of the clusters to textnrc lalwls are formed in a. supervised learning stage 
IG 
using a rule-based network called ITRULE [18]. ITRULE requires batch learning to gcnemt.e its 
rules, wheroas GAM learns increment.a.!ly. Therefore, unlike ITRULE, a previously trained GAM. 
network docs not need to be retrained if new training data arc a.ddcd, or if new output. classes are 
added to the elassifica\ion problem. However, the overall scope a.nd pr1rpose of tlw hybrid system 
and our system anl quite simila.r, making compa.rison of the two systems of in teres\. 
The hybrid system uses a log-Gabor pyramidal representation with three pyramid levels, or 
spatial sca.les, a.nd J(mr orientations a\ each scale. The pyramidal representation is based on a 
Gaussian pyramid. Each level (after the first. one) of a Gaussian pyramid is obtained by blurring 
\he previous lower level (i.e., smaller spatial scale) with a. Gaussian kernel of standard devia.tion 
rr = 1 and then decimating the image. Due to decimation, the Gaussian at each level effective-ly 
has twice tlw a of t.hc Gaussian used in the previons level. 
'l'he final ontpnt of a.Jl three pyramid levels of the hybrid system have' t.he same net amonnt. of 
blnrring, prod need by t.lll'ee snccessive blnr/decima.te steps. This amount of binning is equiva.lent 
to convolving with a single C:anssia.n kernel with a = !21 = /~j:~:,>:f:,:;p, which produces an 
8x8 pixel rcsolnt.ion, so that. each pa.tch of 8x8 pixels in the input image yil'lds a single pixel in an 
output irnage for ea.ch f(~ature. 
AIU.'EX produces single pixel n'sults, as shown above with the SAR images. 'l'o make a fair 
eompa.rison with tlw results reported in [21], we redrtcecl our feat.ure images to 8x8 pixel resolution. 
For some or t.he features, therefore, additional blurring prior t.o decimation down to 8x8 resolution 
was nnc.essa.ry in order to avohl aliasing. Each feature was blurred by at least the same a.Jn01lllt 
as the fca.trm•s in t.he hybrid model. 
The net amount. of blurring is a crncial considcmlt.iott for t.lw two tasks on which tlw syst.erns 
are C-OJ.llpan~d. 'J'lw first task is classification of a library of ten texture _images. Because this 
t.a.sk does not. include t.ramitions between diffcrl'nt. textures, performance should monot.onically 
improve with blurring since bluning reduces the variance and thus irnprovc;s the signal-to-noise 
ra.\io. The second taslr is cla.ssificat.ion of a tc,xt.me mosaic. Here, texture transitions need to be 
a.ceura.tely reoolved, so perfonmmcc. should degrade with over-bin rring. The library of ten textures 
is shown in Figure 12, whose top row contains structured textures and whose bottom row contains 
unstructured textures. Each image in Figure 12 uses 128x128 pixels. 1'hrec other images of each 
texture a.re not shown. As in [21], t.he system was trained on one image or each texture, and 
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te~ted on the remaining three image~. This procedure was repeated for all four images of each 
texture, and the results <Weraged. 'I'he feature images were reduced via decimation, so that each 
8x8 region in \lw input yielded a single pixel in the output. 'I'herefon', the 128xl28 pixel images 
yielded a 1Gxl6 pixel image for each of the 17 features. 'J'o avoid border effects, the out~ide pixels 
of the feature images were disrega.rded, so training and \c!sting were only done on the 14xl4 pixel 
interiors. Finally, like [21], we used an OV representation since genera.!i"ation to novel orientations 
of the sa.me texture during testing was not required. 
··· ··· · Figure 12 here 
After training GAM for 40 epochs with -y = 1.0, Alrn;x achieved better results (96.:3% vo. 
94.:J% correct) than the hybrid system. T'hese results were obtained with an average of 33.8 
categories. H.oughly spe1aking, our system uses two types of featrm's that are missing in tlw 
hybrid system: the surfacl' brightness featme, and the largest sca.le orientational contrast fca.tures. 
Therefore, we have also looked a.t performance without one or both of those feature) types. vVithout 
the surface brightness l(,ature, we obtained 95.8% correct using :n.s catc,gories. Without the largest 
scale orientational contrast ka.turcs, we obtained 95.9% correct using '1'1.0 categories. Without. 
eitlwr of these• fea.tures types, we obtained 95.2% correct using 5:J.:l categories. 'J'hus, restricted 
to a,n analogous set of rea.tures, our performance wa.s closer to that of the hybrid system, a.lbnit 
still about 1% better. The a.bove results were achieved following 10 training epochs. C:ArV! also 
a.chic•ved good results with only a. single training epoch due to its fast lc'arning a.bility. 'J'Jiis fast 
learning prOJll'rty is typical of Alrl'MAP networks. With only one' epoch of training (using all 17 
fc;atures), CAlvi achieved ~H.9% correct with 23.0 catc,gories, which still compa.res favora.bly with 
the hybrid system. 
ARJ'EX was also tc'stc'd on a textme mosaic in order to evaluate classification accuracy at 
tc;xtnn; boundaries. Figure 13 shows the original mosaic (left) and the final class predictions 
(right). The test mosaic is a 25Gx25G pixel image', ami the fcatUH) images were reduced to :l2x:J2 
pixC'is for comparison with the result.s in [21]. Once aga.in, the outer pixels were removed to test on 
the interior :wx:w pixel region. The nwsaic constists of 5 textures (grass, ra.lfia, wood, hcrringboJW, 
and wool). The systl'm was trained on three separate training images of each texture, as well as on 
an additional sixtl1 texture! (sam!). Figure 1:> (right.) shows the class predictions aft.cr 40 training 
epoclrs (9:J.G% correct, 33 categories). 'l'he predictions of sand appear black. These results appear 
1.8 
bl'tter than those~ obtained by the hybrid system ([2.1], Figure 5). 
··· ··· Figure 13 here ·-·· 
6 Concluding Remarks 
In summary, the AHTEX system demonstrates the utility of combining BCS texture and FCS 
brightness measures for image preprocessing. These features may be effectively cla,ssifted by a 
Gaussian ARTMAP algorithm whose~ self-calibrating matching and search operations enable it to 
carry out fast, incremental, distributed learning of recognition categories and \heir probabilities. 
BCS bounda.ries may be further used to constrain the diff'usion of these probabilities according to 
FCS rules to improve prediction probability. 
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Classification of SAR Images using Single Feature 
BCS/FCS Stage 1 Feature 
I shadow road grass tree 







0.0 51.1 1..2 
0.0 88.:l tJ.4 
0.0 67.9 24.1 
BCS/FCS Stage 9 Feature 
------1 
shadow road grass tree 
shadow 65.2 18.7 15.7 0.4 
road 63.9 19.5 l(i.2 0.3 
grass O.tl 2.4 93.3 3.9 
tree 0.7 :3.0 42.1 54.3 
'fable 1: Confusion matrices showing classification of SAR region types using a Gaussian classifier 
with a. single brightness feature. Rows represent the true classes, and columns the predicted 
classes. Left: using tlw BCS/FCS Stage J center-surround feature shown in Figure 1 (top). Net 
of 59.6% cornx:t obtained. Right: using the BCS/FCS Stage 9 filled-in ]()ature shown in Figure 1] 
(bottom). Net of 70.7% correct obtained. 
Classification of SAR Images using OV Representation 
Without Voting With Voting 
shadow road gra.ss t.roe shadow road grass tree 
--------------- ---- ---- ---~---~~- -··---------------
shadow 7(i.:l 6.5 8.11 8.8 shadow 77.11 ().(j 7.9 8.2 
road 21.1 62.6 11.0 2.2 road 20.1 64.6 13.3 2.1 
grass 2.4 :u 88.0 6.4 grass 2.2 2.8 88.9 6.1 
trco 6.5 ().(j L:l.3 79.6 tree 6.1 0.5 12.8 80.6 
'fable 2: Confusion matrices showing GAM c:i<lssiftc:ation of SAil. region types with an orienta-
tionally va,riant (OV) repn!senta.tion. Left: without voting, net of 80.8% correct obtained. Right: 
with voting, nN of 81.9% correct obtainr,d. 
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Classification of SAR Images using OI Representation 
Without Voting With Voting 
grass tree 
7.8 8.:l 
shadow road grass tree 
-----·-·· ------~"-·---
slmdow 78.2 7.0 7.3 7.5 
----········· J sha.d.?'" ____ roa.cl 
sh~r~ 76.1 7.8 
road I 14.8 69.2 13.7 2.:l road l:U 70.6 1:3.8 2.:3 
1
!, grass 2.2 2. 7 88.7 6.4 grass 2.0 2.:3 89.5 (i.J 
I 
tree 6.0 0.6 1.4.0 79.1 tree 5.9 0.1 13.2 80.5 
Table 3: Confusion rna.trices showing GAM classification of SAR region types with a.n orientation-
ally invariant (OJ) representation. Left: without voting, net of 82.0% correct obtained. Right: 
with voting, net of 8:3.2% correct obtained. 
Classification of SAR Images using Filled-in Probabilities 
shadow road grass tre(~ 
-------'"- ·- ·---------~----·- ··--·------- ---·--
shadow 80.7 5.5 7.1 6.7 
road 1:3.2 711.1 11.2 I. I 
grass 2.1 2.1 90.7 5.1 
tree 9.0 (J.(j 12.:3 78.0 
'J'a.blc 4: Confusion rnatrices showing GAM classifica.tion of SAR region types with 01 I'C]ll'l'sen .. 
ta.tion, voting, ami diffusion of probability estimates. Net of 84.2% correct obtained. 
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Figure :l: A single scale of SOC Jilter processing. 
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Figure 1: Top row: BCS/FCS Stage 1 output for three SAR images. Middle row: BCS boundaries 
to FCS filling-in. Bottom row: BCS/FCS Stage 9 filled-in output, which is the smface brightness 
fQat u rc. 
20 
Figme 5: 'fop row: Hand-labc,llecl classes for Si\R n'gions. From dark to lightest, regions are 
radar shadows, roads, grass, and trees. Middle row: Classification using the BCS/FCS Stage 
L center-surround feature shown in Fignrc 1 (top row) and a C:aussi<lll classifier yil'lds 5D.G% 
corrc'cL Bottom row: Classifieation using the BCS/FCS Stage 9 surface brightness featnrc shown 














Figure 6: Brightness distributions of four region types: shadows, roads, grass, and trees. 'fop: 
Stage 1 center-surround output. Bottom: Stage 9 filled-in output. BCS/FCS processing dfcctively 
sopara.t.es regions. 
:3.1 
Figure 7: 'l'op row: Without voting, C:AM classification of SAR images using OV representation; 
B0.8% correct. Middle row: vVithout voting, GAM classification of SAR images using or repre-
sentation; 82.0% correct. Bottom row: With voting by 5 classifiers, GAM ela.ssificRtion of SAR 

























0 250 300 
Number of Categories 
Figure 8: The number of sclf-organi"ed categories (a.bseissa.) and the classification rate (ordinate) 
are plotted for GAM tn1.incd on different shed subsets of t.hc tra.ining data. From left to right., 
the points correspond to training with 0.01%, 0.1%, 1%, 10%, and 100% of the training set. 
Figure 9: Probability estimates for t.he i(Hn region types in a SAil ima.gr', before filling-in (top), 
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Figure 10: The accuracy of confidence measures is shown by plotting elassifica.t.ion accuracy as 
function of filled-in prolmbility estimates in SAR images. Tlw system's confidence measun~s are 
remarkably close to idcaJ conildenee Incasun;s. 
Figure I I: Classifica.t.ion of SAR images after filling-.in of probability estimates. 
Figure 12: 10-texture database corresponding to Figure 2 of [21]. Top row consists of structmed 
textures, and bottom row of unstructured textures. 'l'op row (left to right.): raffia, herringbone 
weave, french canvas, cotton canvas, jeans. Bottom row (left to right): grass, pressed cork, 
handmade paper, pigskin, and wool. 
Fignre Ll: Left: 'fext.urc mosa,ic consisting of grass, raffia, wood, herringbone, and wool (inset). 
Right: ClassiJlcation (9:3.6% correct.) following training on the five textures in the mosaic, as well 
as on a. sixth texture (sand). 
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